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During the past decade', there has been a-growing

awareness of-thedeteriorating world food situation. We now
4,

know of the urgent need ror massive efforts to increase agri-

cultural productivity in scores of developing countries akid
1

si taneously to raise the incomes of hundredsof milliOns of

,their farmers and other rural people.~ It 'is hoped that such
. .

efforts, if successful, will buy time for pppUlation twowth,rates

to be' reduced.
.411011

The bulk of the basic foodsuppliesof the agrarian nations .

(

are produced by themany farmers with tiny ltndhOldings, often

in remote and isolated areas, plus those people in coastal. areas- 4

who depend upon nean-shore'7sneries and aquaculture for a

hood. For the most part e gains in productivity and income of

these rural people.- the.PoOrest of the prior will require the

development for and use,by many farmers of new high-yieldirik.,

science-based crop and animal production systeMS' tailored to the

unique combination of soil; climate, biological, and economic

conditions of every locality in every nation.

The Dimensions of the Challenge

More is at ttake than meeting the food needs Of people,

important as that is.

. First,, in nation after nation, the rural people, who still

comprise 50 to 80 percent of the population, are becoming rest-

less. They are increasingly aware, as a result of mass communi-

cations, of the comforts of life enjOyed by small but affluent

segments of their societies. ,Yet they see no hope for an improve-
4 w

ment of their own conditions or those -tat their children will

face, and continued neglect of the rural people will cause unrest,

violence; and the overthrow of gOvernments. These people want

improved food supplies, housing, health care, and education.

Their only realistic hope is throligh increased income, based
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on increased, productivity; few if any governments, nor any out

side entity, can provide these basic needs free. These rural

people must be helped to tAkir'themselves.
..

In my view, .freedom as we know it id' very mucli at stake.

As the survival of the rural people is increasingly threat ned,

they' are susceptible (to any ideology that ther-perceiye wi

provide the basic n essities and some of the amenities of life.

The'People's Republic of China 'has one solution to the food

and population problem, Last year it was my privilege to ac

company a group of ten distinguished American scientists on a

monthlong study of China's agricultural and rural development.

'We found that China has thrown massive resources into an effort

to increase agricultural pro uctivity, to create other forms of,

eployment in rural areas, an to improve ipcomes and standards

of living for rural people. China has succeeded remarkably well,

and deserves to be commended. Wherever we traveled on our 3,000

Mlle trip through several regios of the country, people were

well fed, the children were in school, health care was provided,

families had housing, and everyone was working. .a.11 this, of
.

course, with a,high degree of regimentation and with state con.

trol over the mobility and thinking of the people. Groups in

other countries are becoming aware that China, and perhaps others,

have a. solution to the food,, population, and poverty 'problem.

It seems fair to concl udt that the struggle for individual
4

freedom as we know it largely will be won or lost in the im

poverished rurai4 areas of the lessdeveloped countries, The

Ntral question before us is: Can ways be found to, meet the

basic needs of the masses ofd rural people while offering in

"dividual freedom rather than severe regimentation? Taiwan and

Japan have succeeded as well, and pro oly better, than the

People's Republicof China, but there are few other developing

countries that havejs yet attempted systematically to raise

4
productivity and income of their rural people.



Second, ;continued neglect of agricultural and'rural develop -

mint abroad will affect.adverselYAmerican farms and, other

' businesses, partiqulally as they involve international trade.

Agriculture is the basic industry of most developing countries.

If prodUctivity.of large numbers of .small farmers can be increased

in 'the 'poorer countries, and'if for added millions of farm fami-

ales there is an.increase in disposable income, markets will de-

velop for imported food supplied knd for products of urban

industry. Employment will be generated in rural trade centers as

demandm for goods and services increase. As standards of living

improve, there wi/1 be new outlets for American products as well
- -

as for those ,of other countries. Clearly lit is'in the interest

of the United Spates and its business community to promote pros-

perity in the countrysides of the deVeloping nations, since this

could lead most cases to general economic development and in-
.

creased ability of nations to trade internationally for products,

farm or industrial.

Thcrd, higher food prices world-wide will accompany 6ontinW

neglect of agricultural development abroad. Most subsistence

farmers, using little power other than human labor to cult,ivate'

impovprishe4 soils, eke out their livelihood by producing

basic food crops (table 1) and some animal species. If their

productivity remains low and static, food deficits will continue

to climb as they have since the 1940'p, and prices of food in

the United States and elsewhere will continue to rise because of

% tightness of markets. It certainly is in the interest of the

American consumer that productivity of food crops, even those we

grow in the United States, be increased in the poor countries.

In most discussions of the rationale. for U.S. assistance to

poor countries, the) humanitarian aspects are properly stressed.

But there are 'other reasons as well. If the United States has

any interest in the expansion of world markets, in the retention
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of open markets for,U.S'. products, in thp'preservation of in-
.

dividual freedom, and in the Maintenance of food prices at
--"

reasonable levels, it shoi.ild turn much more seriously to.the
:.

task of assisting nations to improve their agricultural produc-

tivity and increase the prosperity of, their rural people.

The challenge is one of urgency. It calls for massive,

long-range, world-wide cooperative efforts following a strategy

that, fortunately, is reasonably well understood by a number of

authoritied. The U.R. could provide, much of the needed profes-

sional and scientific leadership, for we have expertise in our

universities, in the U.S. Department.of Agriculture, in industry,

and in some private organizations. We now need to establish the

strategy, make, it known, provide the necessary funding.on'a sus-

tained basis, and organize our efforts to make them more

effective.

Three Nonsolutions

There are three often-mentioned "solutions" that are im-

portant but do not address the basic caurs of the world food

problem.

First, increased production of food in the United States

is not a solution. We must find ways to increase the produc-

jtivity of our own agriculture to allow this nation to continue

its international trade, to maintain its balance of paymentt,

and to enable it to respond to emergency needs for food any-

where associated with calamities. However, continuing alloca-

tions of food aid to governments who neglect their own rural

areas is counterproductive: that simply allows governments to

put off the relatively tedious and unglamorous task of enabling

their own people to help themselves.

Secoptd, U.S.-style, large-scale mechanized farming im the

developing countries is, generally speakirig, not a solution.

%lie large-scale farming may be quite useful in some thinly
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populated areas of some countries, and may be helpful: to

nations'heyeaing to get food supplies under. national control

,quickly; .:there remains the'problem of distributing the resulting

food to the hungry-, who have no money. Some argue that products

from such large farms would be destined for urban consumers, but

this would onlk deprive the small farmers of markets for their

own produce, with all of the adverse consequences-discussed

earlier.

Moreover, most large-scale mechanized agriculture, is by its

very natuxe less productiye per acre or hectare than small-scale

farming can be.

,The farmer with a small landholding, as in Asia (table 2),

can use very intensive, very high-yielding systems of "gardening"

involving intercropping, multiple cropping, relay planting, and

various other techniques that require. attention to individual

plants. U.S. agriculture is highly productive from the stand-
a .

point of output per man-year of the operator's time, but it is

not as productive per unit of land as are the highly intensive

systems used in part of Asia and elsewhere. And amounts of

arable land per -person are already only a fraction of an acre

'inoome countries.

The third nonsolution to the general world food problem is

the production of synthetic foods, single-cell protein, or food

combinations. These may be quite useful, bUt they must be pur-
.

chaS'ed ty someone, the hungry have no money`, and these approaches

offer no increase in incomes for the poor.

Main Elements of a:StrateEy

A principal objective of thel,i'Orld-Wide effort mentioned

earriTrrr must be to increase income's of rural dwellers, bringing

them into the market economy. Most such fahners produce.basic

food crops (table 1) or animals for home consumption, barter,



.1'
.or sale lodally. The strategy deals with both sides of the

..food-prOblem eqUationincreased production of food and in-
.

creased purchasing power of masseS of the poor.

MeetinikFarmers' Requirements.

Farmers, even those who are uneducated and have small land -

holdings,,will adopt new systems provided that four conditions

are met:

1. There must be available to them more highly productive

and more highly profitable farming systems. ...These

systems must be complete: For crops, this Means suitable

varieties-, plus fertilizer-use practice's, plus means of

disease and insect control, plus `associated cropping

practices. Development of such systems involves sophis-

ticated work which properly trained scientists can do,

but Which is beyond the capabilities of the,usuaIly

poorly trained "extension specialist.'"

2. The necessary inputs - fertilizers, seed, pesticides,

and credit - must be available to the farmer.when and

where he needs them, and at a reasonable pri5e.' Systems

for distribution of these products in the rural areas

must be in place, and must function.

3. The farmer must be shown, usually on-his omn land pr

that of a neighbor, how to utilize effectively the new

teGhnological system. Again, the average extension

agent, normally a purveyor of information, is useless

in such a situation. In developing countries, the

:agent must be able to outfarm the farmer as Well as

have command of new technology. For this reason, the

term "extension agent" is being abandoned abroad in

favor of "production specialist" - denoting a person

with sufficient technical and farmink skills to work
,

with farmeai in experimenting with new systems on their

own lands.

10
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4. The farmer must know before he invests in new

plantings 'or other operations that there will be at

harvest .a market for his product ate.'price upon which

he can depend, for the small farmer cannot take great

risks. A "market" requires-roads, ti:anspoi-t, effective

demand for products, faVbrable prices.

Forcing the Pace

Well-organized campaigns are needed now to force;the pace

of agricultural development, moving it at a speed with' which few

nations have had experience. There must be,fast-moving Sacientific

efforts to dlavelop the technology including the identification of

the complete new systems for use at the farm level. Provisions

must be made for the supply of the inputs and for marketing. Road

networks need to be extended, both for supply of inputs and for

marketing, Of produce; Power grids must be e3,.,orated, means of

using the_media must be devised, systems of providing credit to

small farmers, requiring additional innovation, must be set up - in

short, the full range of institutions required for a market-ori-

ented agriculture must function. Great numbers of people will

need to be trained,, mostly on the job, as they participate in

direct effort to develop agriculture and rural areas.

Involving, the Universities

Some authorities now believe that the long-term development

of higher agricultural educational institutions can be justified

only if the personnel of those institutions are from the outset

actively involved with other agencies in acceleration of agri-

cultural, development. Faculty must not be aloof from the day-to-

day work of development; the time-span for action in poor coun-

tries is too short, and it is a waste of scarce manpower. Our

universities represent a magnificent resource to assist institu-

tions of other countries to become so involved, but all should

11 _13



understand that universities abroad, with their concentrations of

talent, must be at the forefront of drives for increased produc-

tion and prosperity - and immediately.

Assignment of Responsibility'

The government of each nation must be responsible for the

food supply of its own people and for the development of its rural

areas. Only the individual government can determine amounts to be

imported or produced locally. Only the government can set the

policies, strengthen the institutions, and.4-each'-the farmers.

Outside agencies can assist, and assist they must, but that is all

they can do.

Our nation, and others, can and must help devise and implement

strategies, prov le technical assistance and funds for foreign-

exchange components of programs. Increasing orders of magnitude

are indicated, both on a bilateral and a multilateral basis. Wise

investments in agricultural research, training, and development by

an agrarian nation yield among the highest returns..

Creating the Will to Act

Finally, developing-country governments must have the will to

embark on well-organized, long-range agricultural development ef-

forts. Until recently, this desire too generally has been lacking.

Some feel, as I do, that availability of continuing food aid has

contributed to complacency. At any rate, increasing numbers of

political leaders of poorer countries now seemingly want to take

action, and aye requesting help.

Characteristics of the Developing Countries

In considering the nature of technical assistance, required

by the developing countries, it is important to realize how varied

a set of conditions they present.

In mid-1973 the world population was 3.86 billion, with an

annual rate of population growth of 2.0 percent, a projected

12
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doubling time of 35 years, with over a billion people to be

added by 1985 (table 3). Of this increase, about twothii-ds

(670 million) were expected to be added in already overpopulated

Asia.

Most of the developing countries are quite poor by North,

American or European standards (table 4). In 1970 the U.S. gier

person gross national product was $4,760; for Canada, $3,700;

for the U.S.S.R., $1,800. Of 151 nations listed by he Population

Reference Bureau in 1970, there were 94 with per cap tagroSs

national products of less than $500. The nations ar 'terribly:

poor and, generally speaking, income levels among the masses of

the rural people are well below the average in each individual

country.

The nations vary markedly in size. Of 162 United Nations

members and geopolitical entities in 1973, 34 had populations

of lbss than 1 million, and 108 had less than 10 million people

(table 5). These smaller nations cannot expect to have the full

range of scientific and other professional services required in

all of the fields of activity important to their development.

They must in many cases rely on external scientific and,other

resources for expertise, particularly in view of the low incomes

associated with their small size.

Many of these nations have, achieved independence since World

War II, particularly with the b kup of the great empires. Of

43 nations listed as "least dev loped" or "most seriously affected"

by the recent economic crisis, 36 have become independent since

1945, and 29,since early 1960. In general, the colonial powers

did much to develop the export crops and some animal species

destined for sale abroad, but the basic food crops were neglected.

It should be recalled that a quartercentury ago there was not

the same pressure of population on the land that exists today in

these same countries. People generally were left to shift for

themselves with regard to their food supply. Consequently, while

r.
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numerous centers for research on coffee and cacao or ruyber

or jute were established decades ago, few such centers were

established for wheat, corn, rice, the food legumes, root crops

or vegetables, or other basic crops.

The developing nations now have governments that must give

attention to the needs of their people if the governments are

to survive, and a new political will to deal with agriculture is

emerging., The departure of expatriates left most nations without

expertise, with weak institutions, and in fany cases without the

reliable sources of supply or market, outlets that previously

existed.

In governments of most developing countries, persons in

authority are tilitary men, lawyers, businessmen, medical doctors,

engineers, economists, or religious leaders. Few know much about

agriculture or the science that underpins it, which means that

science-based agricultural development opportunities must be

described to them in terms that are understandable - a reason-

able requirement.

The Basis for Hope

Given the complexity and the magnitude of the development

task that lies ahead, it is fair to ask if there is any hope.

The answer is yes. In my view, there have been a number of

developments in recent years that suggest that the world now has

the capability, perhaps foe the first time in history, to deal

with the food and poverty problem effectively. Let me list some

of these hopeful developments.

First, the nature of the problem has become understood, but

only recently. Projections of food requirements to the end of

this century were probably first made in 1963 by Dr. Lester Brown

of the USDA. The data suggested that imports by the less-de-

veloped countries might reach 68 million tons by the year 2000.

Two years later Dr. Brown pointed out that before 1940 "the less-

developed regions of Asia, Africa, and Latin American were all net

16



exporters of grain. Together they exported each year on a net

basis 11 million tons of corn, wheat, rice, and other grains to

the developed world. At the close of World War II, alb ,*ever,

the less-developed world had lost its export surplus of1grain, and

the net flow of grain was reversed, moving from the developed to

the less-developed World." The developing countries imported an

average of 4 million tons of grain from 1948 to 1952. This in-

creased to 13 million tons annually during the 1957-1959 period,

to 20 million tons in 1961, and to about 25 million tons in 1964.

Dr. Brown concluded then, "According to the above indicators, one'

thing is evident. The less-developed world is losing the capacity

to feed itself."

,In 1966-1967 some 125 American scientists and other author-
,.

ities undertook the first comprehensive apprais 1 of the newly

recognized world food problem. They present their recommenda-

tions in a 127-page summary report entitled The World'Food Prob-

lem, supported by two additional volumes of backgroun4 informa-

tion. Last year a committee under the auspices of the National

Academy of Sciences reviewed that now-classic report to the

President and concluded that its findings are still generally

valid and are still generally being ignored.

Since 1967 the Green Revolution has occurred, and the world

has begun to mobilize for a major scientific and organizational

effort to deal with some of the major technical and organizational

problems. Increasedproduction of the basic food crops everywhere

has at last been accepted.as a priimary solution to the world food

problem. And increa§ed,prodiictivity and profitability of milli)ns

of farms,large and small in developing countries everywhere has

been recognized as a prerequisite to the economic development of

tlikse nations.
1,

Second, the opportunity for improvement of agriculture is

great. Much idle land in some countries still can be brought

under crops, although amounts differ markedly among regions (table 6).
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Also, yields of most.fpad.crops in most poor countries are

still extremely low. For example, according tt,')A0 figures fat

1970, there were 16 countries in which corn was produced in

significant amounts. LFor that year, the highest national average

yield in the world- 7.2 tons pen hectare - was obtained by New

Zealand. For the'T.J.S. (using 1971data because 1970 yields were

abnormally low), the average was about 5.5 tons. But there were

78 countries with natAnal average yields under 1.5 tons, and 10

under 3.0 tons! The yield gap is large. This represents the

world's greatest, food reserve - on which nations. now must cal

Third, the nature and limitations of technology transfer are

reasonably well understood. The biological components of agri-

cultural production systems generally must be developed in the

regions in which they are to be us, The lack of food crop and
a.

animal research in tropical and subtropical areas- has led to tine

establishment of ten international agricultural research and

training centers in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. ,Their wok

i.s financed by a consortium of national governments, international

agencies, and foundations, the support having grown from about

$15 million in 1972 to a projected $65 to $68 million in 1976.

A promising new approach to international cooperatI n has been

established, at least in this area of scientific wor .

Fourth, it has been demonstrated that governments can in-

crease agricultural productivity rapidly if they will, and that

farmers will change if they can. Only in very recent years has

there been evidence that the small farmers can be reached if

scientific and organizational efforts truly are directed to their

needs'.

Fifth, fertilizers are becoming available in sufficient

quantity to allow their use for basic food crops in developing

countries. At the turn of this century, chemical fertilizer

production tothled only about 2 million tons. From then until

World War II, there was only a gradual increase in production

16
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and use, reaching.about 7.5 million tons. Then production

leaped ahead. From 1945 to 1955 production tripled qo 22

million tons, doubled again by 1965, and now is approaching

million tons per year. The increase in fertilizer output and

spread of fertilizer use to the Vast areas in basic food crops in

the developing countries are hopeful developments and must be

encouraged.

Sixth, most major financial institutions and technical

assistance agencies have greatly increased their emphasis on agri-

cultural development. Among them are the World Bank and USAID,.

The world has in place most of the necessary assistance institu-.

tions to allow a world-wide agricultural development effort to

organized and financed.

Seventh, there is increasing evidence that national author-

ities of manyof the developing countries, for reasons mentioned

earlier, are now seriously interested in promoting their agricul-

tural development and improving the standards of living of their

rural people.

Eighth, while many mistakes have been made in the past in

agricultural and rural development efforts, much has been learned

'recently about the development process and how to make it work

at the accelerated pace required.

U.S. institutions have had relatively little experience in

forcing the pace of agricultural development. For the past two

decades, food generally has been in overall surplus supply in

the U.S., and there has been no incentive to undertake a campaign

to increase food production in this country; in fact, we have

been more concerned with limiting output.

The surpluses during recent decades also indirectly limit:d

the effectiveness abroad of our U.S. assistance efforts in agri-

culture. Until the late 1960's, it was U.S. policy not to support

work on the major food crops abroad. Many authorities in and out

of"government believed that production elsewhere would adversely
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affect U.S. sales of agricultural products, and that in any

;event the U.S. probably could cover the supposedly occasional

deficits of the developing countries. But, by 1969, U.S. and

Canadianiaid agencies generally had been freed of such restric-

tions, and they began for the first time to support work on crops

such as wheat, corn, and rice. That, in my view, was a major

turning point in 'world efforts )o deal with the food problem.

With provisions being made for development of some of the

technology needed, with the increasing capacity to produce

fertilizers, with the financial mechanisms in place to facilitate

a world -wide effort to improve agriculture, with anew willingness

on the part of professional leaders to take their rural develop-

ment problems seriously, with the emergence of a strategy, the

World seemingly has the capability to deal effectively with the

problems of food and poverty - for the first, time in history.

It could i-pt have done so five years ago.

Needs for Research

Needs for research must be dictated by the nature of the

problems to be solved. ,One of the difficulties in dealing with

the subject of research, at least for me, has been the lack of

adequate terminology. Perhaps we should consider agricultural

research in terms of the needed forced-pace campaigns, borrowing

in part from the military. A spectrum of research efforts is

needed - operational, tactical, strategic, supporting, and basic.

Operational or Farm-Level

This involves the identification - through experimentatiOn

on farms - of the.specific combinations of crop and animal produc-

tion practices that kill provide maximum productivity and profit-

ability on those farms. Mud la of this vast amount of research

or innovation, as some would call it - has been done by farmers

themse]4s, particularly in the United States.
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In the developing countries, most farmers have little -

educatic1 and are unaware of the vast array of technologies

that they might employ. They cannot experiment or innovate

as do their more sophisticated and better-educated American

counterparts. Therefore, in the developing countries, the

scientists must direct development of the local farm systems,

and'for the most part they must do so ih representative farms

of those nations. Perhaps 70 percent of the world's agricul-

tural scientific manpower must be engaged in Operational

perimentation.

Tactical

In each nation, supporting the farm-level r search effort,

there must be one or more teams of scientisa- .1 tifying or

developing new varieties for possible use in,those regions,

developing fertilizer-use practices, testing and developing

methods for control of locally prevalent diseases and insect

pests, identifying new crop or animal production practices, and

urtaertaking such other lines of work as best can be performed

at regional experiment stations. Generally, tactical research

is that undertaken for the specific purpose of identifying im-

proved components of farming systems that operational people

can combine as required to meet needs of farmers in particular

localities,

Strategic

This category of *search is aimed at the solution of

those major'problems affecting several areas of a country or

a region of the world, or at the development of entirely new

approaches to the removal of bar'1.,iers to improved produc-

tion of a particular crop or animal species.

Such research should be in direct support of scientists

engaged in tactical research in several regions of a single
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country or in several countries efforts aimed at putting'

scientific advances jmnediately to use as they. are'developed.

Most-of the main lines of resedrQh'at the international agri-

9culturalresearch.institutes at, central experiment stations of

_ the large nations
4,

and of our oln,.major state experiment stations,

would be af the strategic type.

Supporting

These fundamental but purposeful investigations generally

are undertaken and Yinanced because of the probable usefulness of

findings in ways only partially known. Much of the supporting re-

search related to the world food effort is being done by national

agencies or at universities of the developed countries. One might

include in the supporting category such efforts as work on nitrogen

fixation and its potential applications to the grasses, on photo-

synthebis or respiration processes of economic crop plants, or on

the nature of organisms causing plant or animal diseases.

Basic

Research undertaken to develop knowledge for its own sake

with no predetermined use in mind. This is an important category

of research on which all supporting, strategic, tactical, and

-operational advances depend.

An Example: High-Lysine Corn

Work on high-lysine corn illustrates such a spectrum of

research efforts. Out of basic research on plant genetics came

the capability to identify individual genes and their effects on

organisms. This permitted the discovery of the opaque -2 and

floury-2 genes in maize, which confer higher nutritional value

upon the grain. Since that discovery at Purdue University, USAID

has been financing supporting research at Purdue aimed at clari

fying the nature of these genesend of ways iri which their effects

can be modified g,netically.
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At the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center in

Mexico, scientists are working deliberately to incorporatd the

opaque-2 gene into 29 maize population6 and simultaneously to

incorporate desiiii.ble grain characteristics, shortened plant

height', and other generally desirable features; this is strategic

work.

In a, number i...natiOns, scientists at the tactical level are

testing high-lysine strains of corn from Mexico and elsewhere for

potential e in their highland, middle-altitude, or lowland

regons,

ianlly, promising varieties containing the opaque-2.genes

must be put into test at the farm level to determine the specific

advantages or disadvantages they may have and to identify the

specific combinations of practices that will be required to obtain

4'highest yield and profitability on local farms; this is innova-

tion or research of the operational type.

At any particular research center, ohe actually will find a

mixture of these types of research, and it is not suggested that

any category of research should be itee

-4

exclusive responsibility

of research groups at any given level in the system. It is

important to point out, however, that any effective work at the

strategic, tactical, and operational levels, wherever it is

occurring, is possible only because of the past advances in

research of the basic or supporting types. Conversely, support

of basic, supporting, or strategic research will be of no value

to mankind unless its benefits reach the farmer through the

tactical and operational researc avenues.

The entire system must exist and function. A substantial

start has been made, internationally toward that end, and this

hAs majdr implications for the United Mates.
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The Emerging World System

National Programs

In a growing number of developing countries, major efforts

are under way to accelerate agricultural research and develop-
,

ment.
.1

Malaysia is planning a multiyear, $108 million program to

strengthen its national research establishment, aided by' a

$28 million World Bank loan.

Indonesia plans to augment her preisent efforts 14th a $4o

million, five-year program of improvement of work on rice, upland

crops, highland vegetables, and rubber.

Brazil has a massive new federal program,. involving several

hundred million dollars, and the current training abroad of

hundreds of agricultural scientists.

Guatemala has established a new national scientific and

technological institute for agriculture (ICTA is'its Spanish .

aeronym) that is emphasizing increased production of several

major commodities in the major regions' of the country.

India, through its Indian COuncil for Agricultural Research

and its agricultural universities,is becoming a leader in

diverse types of agricultural research.

There are reports that a massive effort is under way in

the Soviet Union' to strengthen its agricultural research efforts,

presumably mostly of the supporting type.

Many other examples Aid be given. The point is that there

is. a spreading movement among the nations of the world to bring

advances of science to bear on the productivity of agriculture.

These efforts in each country must, regardless of the nation's

size, meet the needs for operational., and tactical-level research

and .nnovation; and in the larger nations, there will bestrong

elem nts of strategic or even supporting research as well.

2.
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International Centers

Serving all nations is the new network of international agri-

ailtural research institutes supported by the Consultative Group

on International Agricultural Research:

The International Rice Research Institute (IRRI),

Philippines

The' International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CTMMYT -

from the Spanish), in Mexico

The International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT -

from the Spanish), in Colombia

The International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA),
A

in Nigeria

The International Crops Research Institute' for the Semi-Arid

Tropics (ICRISAT), in India

The International Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA), in

Ethiopia

The Internation1,1 Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases

(ILRAD), in Kenya

The International Potato Center (CIP - from the SPaniph), in

Peru

The international Center of Agricultural Research for Dry

Areas (ICARDA), with headquarters to be in Lebanon and

Syria

In addition, there is the West African Rice Development Asso-

ciation, the Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center in

Taiwan, and a new International Board on Plant Genetic Resources,

with headquarters in Rome.

Each of these centers or programs is under the guidance of

a board of trustees comprising eminent world authorities. Each

rece,iVes a major proportion of its funding from members of the

ConSUltative Group. Support of this system was one of the few

activities receiving the general approval of nations at the

World 7ood Conference. Interestingly, some of the oil-producing

C3
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nations already have begun to provide support to these activ-

ities thrOugh the Consultative Group;among the most recent new

member are Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Nigeria.

These.institutes offer strategic support for the many new

national'efforts,and some are heavily engaged,. in assisting

nations directly with their in-country tactical or operational

programs.

Centers of Specialization

The aid agenciesof the Unit Mates, United Kingdom,

Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the Scandinavian

countries, to mention a few, are making efforts to involve major

research centers in their own countries in cooperative research

with the international research centers or major programs of

developing countries. in the United States, for example, Texas

A & M University isworking withCIAT pn tropical animal diseases;

several U.S,universities are coopetating with CIP or CIAT on

potato and bean research respectively; and Oregon State University

is working with CIMMYT and the'Turkish national program on the

improvement of winter wheat and the crossing of spring and winter

types. Knsas State University is working with CIMMYT in attempts

to develop entirely new crop plants by attempting to intercross

major species - a technique that until recently has not been

promising. Many 'other opportunities exist for cooperative research

between U.S. institutions and those abroad, with benefits both to

the developing nations and to U.S. f ers and consumers.

Basic research; so important to the enure effort, 'continues

to be supported mainly in the United States, Canada; the European

nations, the Soviet Union, Japan, and Australia.

These major new developments in agricultural research are of

importance to the United States, Cor they will affect both our

technica'l assistance effort and the improvement of our own

agricultur.
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Implications for the.United States

While recognizing that the research effort still is

to none, and'has a reoleird of achievement of which we can

be Troud, there still are many ways in which it could and should

be improved.

Basic Research

Basic research in this country is promoted primarily by the

National Science Foundation, certain of the federal 'agencies, by

industry, and by some private grouRs. ,Major investments have been

made in the Physicargtiences, as a result of interest in space,

in national defense, and in energy. And in the biplogical sciences

considerable attention has been given to fields associated with

the nation's interest in medicine. Some contend, however, that

the biological sciences, other than those,related to National

Institutes of Health interests, have ,received relatively less sup-

port. If so, the imbalance should be corrected.

Supporting Research

The category of supporting research is receiving far too

little financial support when one considers the importance of

sustaining U.S. agricultural progress, of maintenance of reasonable

food prices at hote, of alleviation of food deficits sand poverty

abroad, and of increasing the efficiency of production abroad of

those foods that are now imported and will continue to be in the

future. The present weakness of our efforts probably can be at-

tributed in part to the decades of surplus food production in this

country and the understandable reluctance during that period to

increase funds for production-oriented agricultural research at

a time when surpluses were so costly to maintain. The weakness

can also be attributed partly to the provincial nature of

our agricultural research establishment. Because for decades our

own research efforts have been so strong relative to those of other

countries, involvement in international activities may not have
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seemed useful or attractive. But that situation is changing

rapidly, as research activities elsewhere are increased.

One could cite many examples of the types of supporting research

that are needed now, but mention of a few will illustrate this

point.

First, the U.S long has been a leader in plant exploration.

An opportunity now exists, in cooperation with others, to

systematically collect a wide range of major and little known

plant species and to evaluate them for utility as major new

sources of food, fiber, or for industrial purposes. The USDA

could do this particularly well.

Second, animal diseases abroad continue to keep productiv-

ity low and prevent effective harvest for man's use of grasses

and other forage plants; and some diseases represent a .threat

to this nation's ranchers if they should be introduced here.

The U.S. should have, within three years, at least three or

four major university or USDA research groups working intensively

to identify effective controls for those major animal diseases

endemic in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

Third, major advances will be made abroad with the larger

number of crop plants in the tropics and subtropics in the years

ahead. Yet the U.S., as a leader in world agricultural research,

has very limited knowledge of tropical agriculture, and that which

exists is scattered among many individuals and institutions. The

U.S. does not have a single major interdisciplinary center of

tropical agriculture under its own flag. At minimum, the U.S.

should have, within three years, one major research center in

the Caribbean oriented toward cooperative work with the Latin

American nations, and one in the Pacific concerned with co-

operative work with nations and institutes of Asia. Such centers

should be federally supported and should be under the guidance of

boards comprising distinguished American authorities. Each center

should provide a training ground both for substantial numbers of
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young U.S. scientists and forperSonnel of other countries.

Efforts should be made to stimulate the flow of information to

the U.S. as well as to other Countries. The centers should

provide facilities at which students and faculty of our many

universities could obtain experience and conduct research in

tropical agriculture, perhaps combining research at the tropical

centers with courses at participating universities, which would
(8,

ward any degrees.

Fourth, certain tropical diseases are rampant in many of

the developing nations. The U.S. seemingly could make a major,

contributiorito the alleviation of world suffering by arrang

for three or four of our major centers of medical research t

seek, on a continuing basis and in cooperation with others,

fective means of control of the more important diseases,

forced-pace basis.

Fifth, the more fundamental but purposeful work on our major

food, fiber, and animal species - the supporting type - clearly

has been neglected in this country during the years of surplus

food production. Reportedly, National Science Foundation funds

for basic research have not been available becabie such .15U1*se

ful work was considered to be -"applied." Meanwhile, funds for

this work were not increased because of existence of costly'sur-

pluses. In short, it appears that this entire area of highly

important work has fallen through a very wide crack in our na-

tional research effort.

The United States, through USAID, has been a major supporter,

both financially and intellectually, of the system of interna-

tional agricultural research institutes. That contribution of the

United States is highly respected around the world and should be

continue Currently, the United States provides up to 25 per-

cent of the budgets off_ approved programs' of these centers - a

reasonable level of U.S. support for a truly multilateral endeavor.
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Technical Assistance Management
7

The United States should maintain a strong bilateral tech-

nical assistance program. The activities of the international

banks and the international assistance agencies are improving and

deserve continued and expanded U.S. support. However, the U.S.

would do well, in my view, to maintain a strong bilateral program,

for there is great strength in a pluralistic approach. It also
.

should be emphasized that since 1969, when USAID first began to 7

sUpport intensive work abroad on major crop and animal species,

it seemingly has greatly improved its knowledge and, the effective-

ness of its operations.

The task ahead is of such magnitude, and the implications

for the United States are so important, that a permanent organ-

ization wittrihe mandate to develop a U.S. strategy, and with

funds to implement it, would seem urgently needed. It should

have the major responsibility for effective U.S. involvement in

a world-wide effort that would be, because of the biological,

social, and political variables involved, far more complex than

that of the space program. Our nation has the men of wisdom with

.the requisite experience to guide a new initiative. Activities

in.the research and development area are by their very nature

long-term, and thus require a continuing effort with the insti-

tutionalization of'knowledge. The effort would require the in-

volvement of many of our universities, USDA and other agencies,

our industry, and the many groups in this country that are ready

and able to participate in a concerted, well-guided effort. To

be effective, it would have to be freed to the degree feasible

from varying political objectives and divorced from association

with military assistance.
4

The United States needs a more coherent and substantially

expanded program of grants to U.S. investigators concerned with
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improving the productivity of agriculture at some and abroad, of
4

grants to U.S. institutions to allow them to cooperate with insti-
l.

tutions abroad on a long-term basis without jeopardi*ing their

primary responsibilities to their own states or regions, of train-

ing awards to young people in the U.S. to allow them to obtain ex-

perience abroad as they contribute to the common undertaking.

While the effort needed is great,and complex, it need not be nearly

as costly as the space program, for much of the cooperative activ-

ity elsewhere must be financed, and can be financed, by others. r

A Magnificent Opportunity

Going back to an earlier theme, the world,now has, for the

.first time in history, the capability to deal effectively with the

problems of hunger and poverty. The future of our own children and

our nation is clearly intertwined with that of people and nations

elsewhere, and the wisdom of this nation's choices in the immediate

future will markedly affect the nature of the world in which the

next generations will live. While the food, population, and poverty

problem is massive and complex, and will be extremely difficult to

resolve, the existence of the world's new capabilities,offers a

magnificent opportunity, perhaps afleeting one, to deal with it ef-

fectively, if governments have the will and the wisdom to act.



Table 1 The. major basic food crops by. region,1971

Developing Countrt.a., by Region World

Cereal Grains

A Africa

Latin
America

Near
East

Far
East

Developing Total

(millions of hectares)

Rice 3.6 6.6 1.1 80.7 92.0 134.1

,Wheat 6.9 8.7 19.7 24.8 59.6 R17.7

Maize 10.9 26.7 1.8 13.1 52.6 111.6

Sorghum 10.2 3.8 3.5 17.4 34.9 42.7

Millets 14.1 0.4 0.9 19.8 35.3 68.0

'Barley 4.8 1.3 5.4 3.6 15.1 79.7

Oats 0.1 0.6 0.3 - 1.0 31.3

Rye - 0.5 0.7 - 1.1 18.7

Food Legumes (thousands of hectares)

Soybeans 173 1,890 15

Dry beans 2,676 6,437 141

Groundnuts 6,426 1,209'. 472

Dry peas 532 176 7

Broad beans 464 307 184

Chick-peas 565 234 -248

Pigeon peas 147 50 -

Cowpeas 4,747 7 8

Root Crops (thousands of hectares)

Potatoes 270 1,127 257,

Sweet potatoes 1,255 406 137

Cassava 5,743 -2,597 200

Source: FAO Production Yearbook, 1972.

30 2

1,023 3,101 36,464

8;183 17,436 23,272

2 16,689 20,040

947 1,631 8,988

' 956 4,706

8,960 9,979 10,236

2,734 2,930 2,930
32 4,787 4,847

719 2,373 22,294/
18 2,824 15,25T

2,165 10,716 10,836



able 2 Distribution of farm size in Indonesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan,
and India

Area, (Indonesia Bangladesh .West Pakistan India

Hectares (1963) (1960) (1960) 77961)

..4.'

.4-1.0

1.0=2.0

2.0-3.0

3.0-5.0

5.0-10

-10-20

26-60

6o V

percent Percent percent percent

1t5 24, 15

'26' 27 18 39_V

18 26 ' 16 23

5' 12 12 13

',3 7 16 15.

:11 . 3 15'
6

E/ 6 . 5

2

1
Amount is for over 25 acres.

2
Less,than 0.5 percent.

3 Amount is for all holdingS under 2.5 acres..

Source: Falcon, Walter P., "The green revdlution: second generation

problems." American Journal of Agricultural Economics,
. 'Vol. 52:5, 1970,, p. 707.
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Table 3 World population data by region, 1973 estimates

No. of Growth Years to

Countries Population millions> Rate (%) Double

Africa (374) '(530)

Northern
Western
Eastern
Middle
Southern

Asia

Southwest
Middle South
Southeast ,

East '

Americas

North
Middle
Caribbean
South:
Tropical
Temperate

Europe

USSR

Oceania

WORLD

6

16

15

95
110
106 (

. 140
155
149

2.7
2.5
2.5

26

28
28

8 38 52 2.1 33

5 25 34 2.4 9

(2,204) (2,874)

16 84 121 2.8 25

10 828 1!137 2.6 27

12 313 434 2.8 25

8 978 1,182 1.7 41

/

2 233 263 0.8 87

7 75 \ 112 3.2 22

11 27 36 2.2 32

8 165 236': 3.0 , 23

4 41 51 1.7 41

29 472 515 '0.7 99

1 250 287 1.0 70

4 21 I 27 2.0 36

162 3,860 4,933 2.0 35

Source: 1973 World Population Data Sheet, Population ReferenCe Bureau, Inc.,
Washington, D.C.
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Table 1 Per capita gloss national product of countries in Africa,

Latin America, and Asia, 1970

Per Capita
GiPldollars) Africa

Less than 1 12

100 - 249 25

250 - 499 9

500 - 749 1

750 999 2

1000 - 1999 1

2000 - 2999 -

3000 - 3999

Latin America

North America

Europe

Asia
1

Oceania Total

, - 8 20

2 15 - 42

11. 12 - 32

14

12

11

14

- - 4 .14,

4000 er-06r - - - 2 . 2

8 2 3

5 2 3

3 1 6

1 - 13

50 , 30 4o ja. 151

1 Oil producing countries omitted by authors; Fiji and Papua-New Guinea

included.

Source:. 1973 World Population Data Sheet, Population Reference Bureau,

Int., WashingtOn, D.C. Original data from World Bank.



Table 5 Populations of United Nations members and of geopolitical

entities, 19731

Population in M1illions sti

Number of

Rggion 0.1-0.9 1.0-4.9 5.0-9.9 10.13-191 20.0.4.5 50x-99.9 100+ Countries

.,

Parka,

Northern - 1 1
: 3

Western 3 . 9
,

3 -

Eastern 3 5 4 2

Middle 2 3 2 1

Southern 3 1 - ,

Ikea

Southwest 7 4 3 1 ,

Middle South 3 - . 3

Southeast 1 3 1 2

East 1 ' 2 - 2

kmericas

North . , .

Middle . 5 1 -

Caribbean 5 4 2 ,

Bout lr 2 2 2
13

Furope, USSR 3 6' 8 4

3ceania 1 2 , 1 , . - 4

1

.

.

1

.

.
1 -

. . - .

1 ._ -

1 . .
1 2 1

4 - 1

1. - 2

1 .. 1

1 -
. . .

. 1

, 6

16

15

8

5

16

10

12

8

.2

7,
11

12

30

Totals 34 47 27 22 17

1
Includes only those entries having populations in excess of 200,000.

Source: 1973 World Population Data Sheet, Population Reference Bureau, Inc.,

Washington, D.C.
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Table 6 Estimated amounts of cultivated land by region, compared with pot9ntiall ,

arable land, 1965, versus amounts outside the'huiid tropics

Area in Millions of Hectares Cultiv ted Land

Potentially Culti- Potentially arable As percent of Per person

illeila Total Arable ,
vated not-cultivated potentially a able (hectares)

(1)' (2) ii (21 if 1 ILI 2 Lj 1
II,

Africa 3 019 , 732 500 158 160 574 340 22.. 32 '1: 0,5 0,5

Asia 2,736 621 465 518 . 470 109 . 83 101 0,3 0.3

Australia,

New Zealand 822 154 120 16 20 138 100 10 16 1.2 1.4

Europe , 478 174 170' 154 150 20 20 -88' 88 0.4.:3,3,!'

North America 2,108 465 450 239. 240 226 210 51 , 53 , 0,9 0,9

South America 1,752 679 370 77 83 602 20 11 21 3,4, 3,4

USSR .2,234 356 350 227 230 129 110 64 66 lt 1,0
,

WORLD, 13,148 3,189 2,425. 1,388 1,350 1,801 1,350 4'4 56' 3,4 0, 4

Sources: (1) "Water and Land" in The World Food Problem,Voluie 11, Report of the President's

Sc'ence Advisory Committee, USA, May 1967,

(2) OutSide the humid tropics, ReVelle, Roger, 1974. Population and Resources,

Research Paper No, 5, Harvard Center for Population Studies,

;

Note: This fs a partial list,of figures, Totals includekareAs notrepresented on.table,
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